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As I mentioned in the last term, HiArtStore(HAS)emerging mode of

online transactions, in time for the operation system of the art market has

injected fresh element. Its characteristic is through the operation mode of

the combination of online, offline diversified tangible market, combined

with the HAS professional online trading sites of invisible market,

promote the development of creative young artists, using parity marketing

public collection market.

I found three web channels for HAS, HAS’s website, WEiBO, and

DOUBAN.

HAS’s website

As a online trading platform, HAS have their own homepage, In my

opinion, this is the most widely used and the most audience will visit in

this “web channel”. The store's website --as the HAS online trading



platform, The main page adopts mass conventional Taobao interface.

By individual artists works Sales Ranking and single artwork click

ranking as hard index for customer reference, this is a major feature of

HAS website. Each piece is mark the price clearly, website not only as a

medium of exchange, also play online exhibition and display functions,

solve the problem of the shortage of the entity shop display only a small

part of the works. Similarly, the website also do artists and exhibition

activity.

WEIBO:

WEIBO is very famous in China, more like “twitter”, WEIBO as a

share and exchange platform, it pays more attention to the timeliness and

randomness, WEIBO provides such a platform, you can either as



audience, browse the information you're interested in the WEIBO; also

can be used as a publisher, publication in WEIBO for other people to

view. As of the first half of 2013, WEIBO registered users reached 536

million, If HAS use this huge network platform to promote the image, its

audience will have amazing growth.

Now the official HAS WEIBO website has 3 thousand fans.



DOUBAN:

DOUBAN is a kind of innovation network service, life and culture as

the core, DOUBAN core group of users is has a good education

background of urban youth, including white-collar and college students.

They love life, in addition to reading, watching movies, listening to music,

more active in DOUBAN group(more like Post Bar), eat, wear, live, use

and were heated discussion. They are keen to participate in a variety of

interesting online, offline activities, have all kinds of funny and creative,

is the initiator and promoter of fashion on the internet. DOUBAN has

gradually become an indispensable part of their lives.

In DOUBAN, you are free to publish books, movies, music reviews.

You can search the others recommend, all of the content, classification,

screening, sorting is generated by the user and decisions, and even

appeared in the homepage content also depends on your choice.



I think HAS choose DOUBAN as a “web channel” is successful,

first, DOUBAN audience is young people, and are the young people love

art, they appreciate and enjoy arts and create arts, which is consistent with

the HAS consumer groups. HAS’s key words are "Original"and"Small

Works". "Original" emphasizes the work of originality, is unique, "small

works" Most of no more than 1 square meters, a maximum of 2 ㎡,

follow the principle of serving the art of life. This also accords with the

aesthetic characteristics of young people who love DOUBAN, they

support the original, and hope life more into the art, I think HAS

combination with the DOUBAN is perfect.


